ALINA BILOKON ///

Ukraine/Portugal ///

Work: triaxial streaming

“In my personal and collaborative work I explore the idea of ’triple writing’, where movement, poetry and singing are axis & allies organised into a lexicon that serves the theme. Hearing the texts
and melodies makes my dances available in alternative ways, allowing the audience to be aware of things that are not visible at first. Metaphors and allegories are the most used figures in
manufacturing of objects that indicates rather than embodies the meaning.”
Alina Bilokon has founded PILOT FISHES with Léa Rault in 2012 in France. As a performer Alina has collaborated with Ana Borralho & João Galante; Mariana Tengner Barros; Miguel Pereira;
Loïc Touzé; Paula Rosolen; Boris Charmatz.

G.O.D.S.

-

Glasgow, UK

-

glasgowopendanceschool.co.uk

-

Work: Bring a Score + Do a Score = Fun Workshop

Glasgow Open Dance School (G.O.D.S) is a not for profit, community organisation, which facilitates free dance and movement, focused activities in different locations in Glasgow. G.O.D.S is a
members organisation that is open to everyone and we aim to provide workshops for people of all abilities. We believe that everyone is a dancer! And everyone is a teacher! And we create
spaces that are supportive for people trying new things and exploring movement. Glasgow Open Dance School was founded in 2011 by Julia Scott, Romany Dear and Ashanti Harris who
continue to programme and facilitate the G.O.D.S activities.
Bring a Score + Do a Score = Fun Workshop is part of an ongoing project developed for the exhibition The Only Way To do It Is To Do It, curated by the Masters of Curatorial Practice department at The Glasgow School of
Art for The Hunterian, Glasgow. 2015-16.
This durational project collects and collates “movement scores” which are used to facilitate workshops. For the launch of Legroom, G.O.D.S facilitators Ashanti Harris and Julia Scott have written two scores responding to
the theme of 'a launch to nowhere'. We invite you to take/listen/respond to these scores and add new ones to the continually growing collection.

MARTIN HAMBLEN

\\\

Preston, UK

\\\

thebirley.com

\\\

martincried.com \\\

Work: Un petit saut avec des mots (2017)

Performing literal interpretations of phrases is a means of being true to materials. In the moment I become ‘a man of my word’ and, at the same time, ‘actions speak louder than words’. My artistic endeavour adapts a
strategy of repetition and duration; a ritual to resist thinking and demonstrate dedication.

DOUNIA ISMAIL *
Rennes, France
and Sans Titre 2 (video, 6min)

*

douniaismail.com

*

Work: Les personnages récurrents - les chips (performance)

Dounia Ismail explores the interactions between reality and fiction, looking for the tipping point between a commonplace situation and the emergence of poetry and wonder. In her
performances, videos and installations, she re-enacts non-events taken from the everyday (with modifications, shifts, amplifications), giving them an artistic equivalent in which the
symbolic or spectacular potential is often tested by the risk of disappointment. This produces snippets of situations, de-composed scenes, a
‘de-narration’ qui leaves spaces to be filled by the spectator, directly and physically involved in the poetic experience.

BEN MILLS

///

Leeds, UK ///

benjaminmills602.wixsite.com/artistperformer ///

Work: "all of what I hoped they had said"
Ben is a Leeds based artist working within a Live Art, theatre, and dance context and is associate artist at Live Art Bistro (Leeds). His solo
practice uses repetition, Re-contextualisation and performance of labour in order to question our relation to value.
Spill National
performance Platform artist (2016). Hull Dance Prize Winner (2016). Buzzcut festival (2017)

STINA PUOTINEN

-

New York City, USA

-

stinapuotinen.com

-

Work: Playbook Play

Stina Puotinen is an artist, educator and occasional curator from New York City. Her work explores questions of communication & relationships, the (mis)interpretation of objects, actions of
spontaneous collaboration and the creation of social space through sculpture, installation and sometimes performance. She currently lives and works in Manchester, UK, and is an MFA
candidate in Collaborative Practice at Manchester School of Art 2015 - 2017. For "Launch to Nowhere" Stina will present a version of her ongoing "Playbook" project in the space as an
interactive installation/experience, where participants are invited to generate and respond to (often) nonsensical text prompts about play, making and experimentation, and in this case, failure
and fortune.

ALECS PIERCE

\\\

Manchester, UK \\\

alecspierce.info

Alecs is a musician & art practitioner from Manchester, UK. Within both fields, he works as a performer, researcher, composer and producer, creating and combining installation, film, sound/music, language, and live
performance in various, exploratory and educational forms. In his work, he aims to take note of connections between concepts, bodies and matter; to be aware and appreciative of systems that underpin and inform
our world/s, and to find ways of communicating these connections, in all their multiplicity.

VICTORIA EMILY SHARPLES

*

Sheffield, UK

*

victoriasharples.co.uk *

Work: Triptych
Victoria Emily Sharples is an artist and PhD candidate at Leeds Beckett University in the School of Art, Architecture & Design. Her doctoral
research project, Immaterial performance in lieu of the art object: a practice-based, environmental, research project, meditates on natural
phenomena and draws attention, by artistic means, to eco-political concern. Often durational, her practice encompasses time-based
performance, video, photography, conceptual scores and interactions. Informed by physical science and elemental philosophy, her work
utilises: sound, slowness and motion to accentuate the effects of human activity. For Legroom's Launch To Nowhere, Victoria has made a
new piece of work called Triptych. Triptych is a series of three performative sculptures which question the nature of liveness using gravity,
sound, and light. Key words include: matter, material, immateriality; the terrestrial, the climatic and the nuclear.

NICOLA SMITH

///

Manchester, UK ///

nsartist.myportfolio.com

///

work: #work
As an artist, an employee and the mother of a 3-year-old child my performance practice has had to adapt in reaction to needing
to fulfil all three roles. I have responded to this by creating a group performance featuring members of my family reflecting the
daily routine of our lives. Throughout the performance, I continually spin a single plate on a stick while tidying up as my husband
and son carry out their specific actions around me. My action is intended to be a visual metaphor that represents me trying to
maintain a continual life balance and attempting to do more than one thing at a time. Nicola is currently researching and
developing a mass plate spin and home performance visits which are planned to take place later this year.

